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MPD WebAMP 
Chris Seickel
This  rather  lengthy  string  of  acronyms  stands  for  Music  Player  Daemon  Web-based
Asynchronous Music Player client, and is my vision of the perfect music player.
The name pretty much says it all. MPD WebAMP provides a browser based interface to control
music playback via MPD. It includes it's own CherryPy web server and provides a single page
application  with  the  features  and  interface  one  would  expect  from  a  standard  desktop
application. Although it is not unique in it's use of AJAX or it's use of a python based web
server, it is unique in that it is a completely asynchronous interface which looks and behaves
like an application rather than a web interface.
About Myself 
My name is Chris Seickel. I am an amateur programmer who is currently managing a package
on the Python Cheese Shop called MPD WebAMP. Professionally, I provide Workstation Support
at a small organization and occasionally create Access databases or extend other Microsoft
Office products using Visual Basic. Prior to switching full time to Linux, I found Visual Basic easy
to use and thought it was the easiest language to learn and the fastest way to get things done.
At that point, the only languages I had been exposed to were those in Microsoft's Visual Studio.
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Eventually I tried out linux. I was immediately impressed by KDE and the amount of control I
had  over  every  aspect  of  my  desktop.  Within  days  I  discovered  Super  Karamba  and
immediately had to create my own theme. I was amazed by how easily I picked up the scripting
language that Super Karamba used. The syntax was straightforward, I  typed less, had less
typos and could even understand other people's code quickly. The language used by Super
Karamba was Python.  Being someone that is rarely content with what's available, I have been
exposed to even more languages over the last few years. My initial impression that anything
beyond Visual Basic would not be worth the effort to learn has been disproven, and I've learned
just how much I was missing out on all of this time.
The Road to 1.0
For some time I have wanted to have my PC connected to my main stereo system, as I now
have more music on my computer than anywhere else.  I  looked at many options, such as
plugging in a portable mp3 device, commercial streaming systems, or an open source system
running MythTV, Freevo or Geekbox. The problem is, all of the commercially available systems
would  involve  a  loss  in  sound  quality  and  require  us  to  use  a  small  screen  interface  for
browsing our collection and managing our playlist. The linux media packages would allow me
better sound quality, but would have the same limitations in the interface as they are designed
primarily for TV screens. I also did not want to invest the time needed to set these up properly.
My wife and I are laptop junkies, and we also own a Pepper Pad. The Pepper Pad is a small
tablet PC with a touchscreen based on linux which essentially provides a highly modified Firefox
browser as the only graphical interface. I had heard of the Music Player Daemon for linux and
decided this would fit my needs perfectly and be quick to set up. MPD is a music player that is
set up as a network service, allowing you to control the same player from any computer on the
network and from any of the many available clients. Since my target platforms all have one
thing in common, Firefox, I decided a web interface made the most sense.
There are, of course, many web clients already available. I started experimenting with these,
but then my wife asked "why can't I just use Windows Media Player?". The bar was set and the
gauntlet  thrown down.  I  had  to  find,  or  make,  a  web based  interface  to  MPD that  would
compete with Windows Media Player. The more modifications to existing web interfaces I made,
the more I learned about web programming. The more I learned, the more I realized what was
possible. Since we do not use Internet Explorer at all in my house, even on the Windows PC,
this opened up a whole world of technologies that no one else had explored. I quickly realized
that I can mimic the layout and feel of my wife's favorite Windows Media Player in a web page
using a healthy dose of CSS2, javascript, and server side scripting. The fact that I could also do
this without using Flash or Java plugins intrigued me, and I felt that someone had to do it, if for
no other reason than to prove that it can be done. My experiences with these plugins on 64 bit
and ARM based processors left me a little annoyed at the fact that I am forced to use them to
browse the web. 
OK, the argument about MythTV and other systems being difficult to setup is now moot, as
writing my own interface will certainly require more effort, but at this point it doesn't matter. I
was actually looking for a chance to learn about web programming and I  was immediately
excited about this particular project. I am a geek, I can't deny it. 
Unfortunately, no one else at this time had created an interface anywhere near the level of a
desktop application, so I started from scratch. After a month with PHP and Dojo, I had only the
most basic functions complete, having spent half my time hunting typos in PHP and digging
through source code in Dojo. I started to yearn for a better server side scripting language and a
faster, better documented Javascript library. That's when I found CherryPy and MochiKit, which
quickly  led  to  TurboGears,  which  integrates  these  and  other  Python  pieces  into  one  web
development  package.  Within  a  month  of  switching  to  TurboGears  I  had  a  functional
application. I could not believe how quick and easy every aspect of TurboGears was.
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Now,  of  course,  functional  is  not  complete.  There  were  another  four  months  of  additions,
improvements and improvements on the improvements before 1.0. Along the way I got the
opportunity to really delve into the languages being used and explore new ideas that I had
never used before. Eventually, I felt that I was far enough along to release it as a python egg
on the Cheese Shop. Almost immediately, I was contacted by another developer who had also
just released an MPD web client based on a python web server, which is called WyMyPy. While
our projects are different enough that we could not share any code, we at least both got to see
someone else's ideas on how to accomplish the same tasks. Realizing that there are actually
other people out there who may have use for the code I am writing made me look at things in a
different light. I decided to try and make the project more modular so that pieces of it can be
reused by other developers.
It was at that point that I finally broke down and wrote my own class for the first time. I had
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stayed away from classes for all these years because I never quite got why I would need them
or how to construct them properly. After several hours of digging into the  Dive Into Python25
chapters  on classes,  and constructing my own class  for  working with  lyrics  searching and
parsing, I finally got it. I don't want to call it a life changing event, but it was a significant event
in my education in programming. All  of a sudden I saw my whole project in a new light. I
started to reconsider all of the tangled webs I wove to make all the pieces fit together...
At this point, I have finally made it to 1.0 and achieved all of the goals I originally set out to
accomplish. There have now been about 70 downloads of MPD WebAMP 1.0.7 from the Cheese
Shop and every day a few more people download it. I am happy with the result, as is my wife.
We both use it everyday –  it performs well and is very stable. One thing that I didn't anticipate
was that being able to have multiple copies of the same music player running on different PCs
has made the experience of listening to music a little more of a social event in my house.
Instead of one person putting together a playlist and being in control of the music, we both add
to the playlist as things pop into our head, skip tracks we don't like, adjust the volume, discuss
the Now Playing information, etc.
Of course, as soon as I finish anything, I immediately start to think about how I can do it better.
In this case, I actually have good reason to do so. After reaching my initial design goals, I have
found that there is no room to expand within the current structure. It's time to put my new
found love of classes and Object Oriented programming to good use.
What's Next? 
One  of  the  biggest  problems  that  emerged  in  this  project  was  managing  the  level  of
communication necessary to maintain a reasonable response time. The difficulty comes from
the fact that you cannot send commands to the web browser that it did not request, so it is up
to the client to know to ask the correct questions at the correct time. Beyond knowing what
questions to ask, the client needs to deal with situations where there is more data available
than it can process within a reasonable time frame. I define reasonable time frame as less than
a  second,  as  basic  interface  events  are  not  processed  while  javascript  is  being  executed,
making the application appear "frozen".
This  issue  is  most  noticeable  while  downloading  large  playlists.  The  status  request  is  a
request/callback in a constant loop where the basic status of MPD is checked: state (playing,
stopped or paused), currently playing song information, volume, time elapsed, total length of
current song and playlist version number. To maintain a smoothly flowing time counter, this
needs to be checked at least five times a second. This polling was initially managed by setting
up an interval timer that requests updates every 200 milliseconds. By itself it worked great, but
when you add a large playlist download, things get messy. It was common for playlist loads to
take  multiple  seconds  or  longer,  which  caused  the  status  updates  to  back  up.  When this
happens, everything freezes until the playlist finishes loading, followed by a rapid succession of
status  updates  that  may  be  very  old  or  even  out  of  order,  extending  the  period  of
unresponsiveness.  This  was  dealt  with  by  making  the  playlist  request  cancel  the  status
requests, and then break every so often to send a single request, finally restarting the loop
when it  is  done loading.  This  behaviour  extends to  other  requests,  and adds unnecessary
complexity and ample opportunity for bugs that are difficult to recreate. What's worse is that
four out of every five status requests return no new information anyhow. 
The other  side of  the  coin  is  that  for  every change to  the status  or  playlist,  the work  of
compiling the information to be sent is repeated for every client that is connected. In the end,
both the server  and the client end up wasting more time on redundant actions than they
actually spend on useful activities. I've recognized for a long time that the whole process would
be easier if  I  could simulate pushing information to the browser when the server deems it
necessary, and to also find a way to prioritize updates to allow for "backgrounding" of certain
downloads or allow certain updates to "jump to the front of the line".
25  http://www.diveintopython.org/
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While the standard methods of  request/callbacks is  ideal  for  client initiated AJAX requests,
when most of the updates will be generated by external events it becomes a different story... 
Very quickly after I realized the usefulness of creating my own classes, I began to see how this
new skill could be applied to fix these issues with asynchronous communications. I started to
piece  together  an  object  to  manage this  in  a  whole  new way that  can solve  all  of  these
problems. Rather than each feature having it's own requests and callbacks and trying to make
them be considerate of other requests and callbacks that may going on, I will have a single
callback function in a continuous loop. This single request callback will then be used to run
arbitrary code that is sent by the server. The key to this on the client side is taking advantage
of the fact that javascript code does not have to be byte compiled when the page is loaded.
Although it is faster when loaded this way, when all you want to do is run a one liner or call a
previously defined function, you can simply use eval() to run code that is sent as a string. 
Now that I have a way to send arbitrary code to the clients, I also need a way to send the
correct commands to the correct clients. To accomplish this task, each client will be given their
own queue, which will be stored as a dictionary containing three separate lists: high, normal
and low priority. On each iteration of the polling loop, the server will send another command
from the list, starting with high priority items and working it's way down to low only when the
high and then normal priority lists have been emptied. In this way I can emulate backgrounding
of actions and ensure that large downloads of data don't interfere with status updates. The
beauty of this is that I no longer need to think about what else may be going on when sending
data and commands, I only need to specify a priority and let the simple priority system sort out
the details. 
Now that I've solved the problem of what commands are sent when, I realized I had created the
problem of which clients get what commands. By removing the client side requests in favor of a
server side push, the server now needs to know what the client is doing so that it does not
send the wrong updates.  This  problem is  easily  solved by having the  clients  connect  and
disconnect from various "slots". The server will maintain a list of clients that are connected to
each slot, and when an event is fired for a certain slot it will go through the list and add the
script to the queue of each client in that list. When a client switches from browsing files to Now
Playing info, they will disconnect from the browse slot and connect to the info slot. Now, when
the player moves to a new song, the server will  enqueue the appropriate command to all
clients connected to the status slot to update the current track and time information, as well as
sending the new lyrics, album art, and similar artists info to all clients connected to the info
slot. 
Prioritizing is handled by maintaining three different queues for each client: High, Normal, and
Low. When the client requests the next item in the queue, it will send all High priority items in
one burst if any are present. If there are no High priority items, then it will send the oldest
Normal priority item. If there are no Normal items left, then it will finally move on to the Low
queue. 
The basis of the system is JSController.push(script [, priority=""[, slot=""[, client=""]]]). A simple example
of  how  this  can  be  used  is  to  update  the  DOM  from  the  webserver  with:
js.push("$('timeElapsed').innerHTML='0:00', priority="high", slot="status"). The fact that there is now a direct
connection to the DOM, via server side python, opens up many new and interesting possibilities
which I am only beginning to explore.
The most common use will be using the NodeLink class as a shortcut for JSController.push(): 
from JSObject import *
js = JSController(slots=dict(root=[], status=[], info=[], playlist=[],
browse=[]))
timeElapsed = NodeLink(js, "timeElapsed", slot="status", priority="high")
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Now, each time an attribute of timeElapsed is set, the changes will be pushed to all of the
clients connected to the status slot. There is no need to worry about requests and callbacks,
just set the attributes as if your were dealing with a DOM node directly.
For example, the following Python commands:
timeElapsed.innerHTML = "0:00"
timeElapsed.style = dict(width="100px", height="20px", top="10px", right="10px")
Will run the following JavaScript code:
(NOTE: setNodeAttributes() is a MochiKit convenience function that will be used for all
attribute changes other than innerHTML)
$('timeElapsed').innerHTML='0:00';
setNodeAttributes('timeElapsed', 'style', {'width':'100px', 'height':'20px',
'top':'10px', 'right':'10px'});
See below for the actual module as it stands now:
#!/usr/bin/env python
# -*- coding: utf-8 -*-
#
#      JSObject.py
#
#      Copyright 2007 Chris Seickel <cseickel@gmail.com>
#
#      This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
#      it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
#      the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or
#      (at your option) any later version.
#
#      This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
#      but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
#      MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the
#      GNU General Public License for more details.
#
#      You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
#      along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software
#      Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301,
USA.
from datetime import datetime
import simplejson
base_script = """function getUp(){loadJSONDoc('updates').addCallback(UP)}
function UP(r){
  var u=0.01
  var s=r['script']
  if(s.length>0){
    if (r['more']>0){u=0.001}
    try{eval(s)}
    catch(err){document.write(err.description)}
  }





    def __init__(self, slots=dict(root=[])):
        self.functions = []
        self.functionCount = 0
        self.slots = slots
        self.clientCount = 0
        self.queue = dict()
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        self.baseScript = base_script
        self.dom = dict()
        
    def addClient(self):
        c = str(self.clientCount)
        self.queue[c]=dict(high=[], normal=[], low=[], count=0,
last_check=datetime.now())
        #Every client is connected to root, other slot connections may be added
seperately
        self.connect(c, slots=["root"])
        self.clientCount += 1
        return c
    
    def connect(self, client, slots=["root"], ):
        for slot in slots:
            if (self.slots[slot].count(client) == 0):
                self.slots[slot].append(client)
        
    def disconnect(self, client, slot="root"):
        self.slots[slot].remove(client)
        # Remove any pending items for this client from the slot
        for item in self.queue[client]["high"]:
            if (item["slot"]==slot):
                self.queue[client]["high"].remove(item)
        for item in self.queue[client]["normal"]:
            if (item["slot"]==slot):
                self.queue[client]["normal"].remove(item)
        for item in self.queue[client]["low"]:
            if (item["slot"]==slot):
                self.queue[client]["low"].remove(item)
    
    def clear(self, client):
        # Remove all pending items for this client
        for item in self.queue[client]["high"]:
            self.queue[client]["high"].remove(item)
        for item in self.queue[client]["normal"]:
            self.queue[client]["normal"].remove(item)
        for item in self.queue[client]["low"]:
            self.queue[client]["low"].remove(item)
            
    def push(self, script, priority="normal", slot="root", client=None):
        print "enqueing script: "+script
        if (client == None):
            clients = self.slots[slot]
        else:
            clients = [client]
            
        for item in clients:
            d = datetime.now() - self.queue[item]["last_check"]
            # Timeout any clients that have not checked their queues recently
            if (d.seconds > 5):
                self.disconnect(item, slot)
                print ""
                print "Removing client "+str(item)+" from slot "+slot+", timed
out."
                print ""
            else:
                # Insert item into begining, so we can use .pop() to pull the
oldest
                # item when unloading the queue
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                self.queue[item][priority].insert(0, dict(script=script,
slot=slot))
                self.queue[item]["count"] += 1
        
    def nextInQueue(self, client):
        js = ""
        self.queue[client]["last_check"] = datetime.now()
        if (len(self.queue[client]["high"]) > 0):
            # The entire high priority queue is processed in every call
            while (len(self.queue[client]["high"]) > 0):
                s = self.queue[client]["high"].pop()
                js += s["script"]+";"
                self.queue[client]["count"] -= 1
        elif (len(self.queue[client]["normal"]) > 0):
            s = self.queue[client]["normal"].pop()
            js = s["script"]
            self.queue[client]["count"] -= 1
        elif (len(self.queue[client]["low"]) > 0):
            s = self.queue[client]["low"].pop()
            js = s["script"]
            self.queue[client]["count"] -= 1
        return dict(script=js, more=self.queue[client]["count"])
            
class NodeLink:
        def __init__(self, JScontroller, nodeID, slot="root",
priority="normal"):
                self.__dict__['_JScontroller'] = JScontroller
                self.__dict__['_nodeID'] = nodeID
                self.__dict__['_slot'] = slot
                self.__dict__['_priority'] = priority
                self.__dict__['style'] = dict()
                
        def __setattr__(self, name, value):
            self.__dict__[name] = value
            if not name.startswith("_"):
                jval = simplejson.dumps(value)
                if (name == "innerHTML"):
                    script = "$('"+self._nodeID+"').innerHTML="+jval
                else:
                    script = "setNodeAttribute('"+self._nodeID+"', '"+name+"',
"+jval+")"
                self._JScontroller.push(script, slot=self._slot,
priority=self._priority)
                
The basic CherryPy Controller setup to start implementing this:
Controller.py 
from cherrypy import session
from turbogears import controllers, expose, redirect
from time import sleep
from JSObject import *
js = JSController(slots=dict(root=[], status=[], info=[], playlist=[],
browse=[]))
class Root(controllers.RootController):
        
    def myID (self):
        me = session.get("clientID", None)
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        if (me == None): raise redirect("index")
        else: return me
        
    @expose(template="mpdwebamp2.templates.index")
    def index(self):
        me = session.get("clientID", None)
        if (me == None):
            me = js.addClient()
        else:
            js.clear(me)
        session["clientID"] = me
        return dict(script=js.baseScript)
    
    @expose(allow_json=True)
    def updates(self):
        me = self.myID()
        i = 0
        s = js.nextInQueue(me)
        while (len(s['script'])==0 and i < 200):
            sleep(0.01)
            s = js.nextInQueue(me)
            i += 1
        return s
        
    @expose()
    def connect(self, slot):
        me = session.get("clientID", None)
        if (me == None):
            me = js.addClient()
            cherrypy.session["clientID"] = me
        js.connect(me, slots=[slot])
        return "OK"
        
    @expose()
    def disconnect(self, slot):
        me = session.get("clientID", None)
        if (me != None):
            js.disconnect(me, slot=slot)
        return "OK"
This is all in the very early stages of planning right now. What I have so far is a working
prototype that will most likely grow into much more. The asynchronous communications is just
the first item that I will be reworking for MPD WebAMP 2. I have found that what may be
appropriate for a static web page with some AJAX in it is not as appropriate when you apply the
same techniques to a single page application that happens to render in a browser.
I also intend to remake the project in a more modular fashion, so that it will be a web based
music player framework, with MPD as just the first backend written. Since all of the MPD
interactions are going to be wrapped within a class and not accessed directly anymore,
someone could easily drop in a module exposing the same API for another backend, such as
XMMS2, or even a direct connection to something like GStreamer or Phonon with a custom
database. With the first version, I was mostly concerned with getting a working application as
quickly as possible. This time I already have a good application, so I can take my time creating
a better one. I have many ideas to not only minimize the amount of data passed back and
forth, but to make the framework easy for developers to work with and expand on. My goal
with version 2 is not to be the best web interface to a music player, but the best music player.
If you would like to help with the development of this project or with JSObject in any way,
please visit http://groups.google.com/group/webamp-2. You can help out by contributing code,
documentation, artwork (backgrounds, buttons, toolbars...), testing, or just let me know your
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opinions and suggestions.
